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OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

ATTILA MATÉ1, PAUL NEVAI2 AND VILMOS TOTIK3

Abstract. Let da be a positive Borel measure in [-1,1] with a' > 0 a.e. It is shown

that the polynomials p„ orthonormal with respect to this measure oscillate almost

everywhere in [-1,1]. A function F is also described that is a pointwise bound for

pn, exceeded only on sets of small measure. It is shown that F is the best possible.

1. Introduction and statement of results. Let a be a nondecreasing function on

[-1,1] with infinitely many points of increase, and denote by p„(x) = p„(da, x) the

polynomials orthonormal with respect to da; that is, pn is a polynomial of degree «

with positive leading coefficient yn = y„(da) such that

ri

/
PÂx)p„{x)da(x) = 8mn       (m,n>0)

The usual pointwise asymptotic formulas for orthogonal polynomials on a finite

interval have the form

pn(x) = A(x)sm(kn(x) + B(x)),

and the oscillatory behavior of the sequence [p„(x)) can easily be deduced from

this expression. However, all of the results concerning pointwise asymptotics are

rather special, and the asymptotic formulas for classical polynomials and for the

Pollaczek polynomials (see e.g. [14, Chapter 8 and Appendix]) indicate that there is

very little hope for obtaining pointwise asymptotics without imposing some condi-

tions on the measure. Nevertheless, the oscillatory behavior of the sequence { p„(x)}

can be proved for a fairly general class of orthogonal polynomials. In fact, we have

Theorem 1. Assume a' > 0 almost everywhere in [-1,1]. Then, for almost every

x G [-1,1], the set of accumulation points of the sequence {p„(x)}™=0 is an interval

I(x) symmetric about the origin such that its length

I/2Í1 „2\-l/4(1) \l(x)\>2]/27^(a'(x)Yl/\l-x2)
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Hence,

(2) l\msuVPn(x)>^(a'(x))
2    /     „     xx-l/2n „2\-l/4

2   ,    .,    xx-1/2,.. „2\-l/4

and

(3) liminfpn(x) < -l/; («'(^))"/Z(l - *2)

almost everywhere in [-1,1].

Corollary. Le? <j> be a function assuming positive finite values almost everywhere

in [-1,1], and suppose that

(4) limsup|/7„(x)| < <t>(x)
»—♦00

holds for -1 < x < 1 a«d « = 0,1, 2,_77ie« we «aue

(5) a'(x)>2/(w$2(x)i/l -.x2)

/or almost every x G [-1,1].

Remarks, (i) For the classical orthonormal polynomials we have equality in (1),

(2), and (3). This shows that the constant 2/tt in (5) is the best possible (cf. [8,

Theorem 7.5, p. 128; 2, formula (VII.7), p. 80]).

(ii) Theorem 1 need not hold for every x g [-1,1]; e.g., the orthonormal Chebyshev

polynomials take only the values {0, ± ^2/v } at x = 0.

(iii) Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 there is no oscillation outside [-1,1].

Indeed, these assumptions ensure that if z is a complex number not belonging to

[-1,1] then

Pn+l(z)/P«(z)-* * + h2-l,

where that branch of the square root is taken for which |z + vz2 - 11 > 1 (see [11,

Remark 3, formula (26), p. 211; 12, Theorem 2, p. 105]; cf. also [4], where an error of

[11] is pointed out—this error is corrected in [12]; in [5], a substantially simpler

proof of the quoted result of [11 and 12] is given). Thus, for every complex

z £ [-1,1] we have

lim \pn(z) | = oo.
H—> 00

(iv) The assumption that a'(x) > 0 a.e. in [-1,1] is needed in Theorem 1. Indeed,

if a' vanishes outside a proper subinterval [a, b] of [-1,1], then by a linear

transformation we can map [a, b] onto [-1,1]. The preceding remark then shows

that limM_00|/7,J(x)| = oo holds for every x £ [a,b\

Our next result says that, in spite of (2) and (3), the sequence {|/>„(x)|} essentially

remains under the (absolute value of the) right sides of these formulas (we write |£|

for the Lebesgue measure of the set E ).

Theorem 2. Assume a' > 0 almost everywhere in [-1,1], and let e, 0 < e < 1, be

arbitrary. Then we have

(6) lim
«—♦CO

2   ' ^-l/2Il _2\-l/4
x:\Pn(x)\>(l+e)^(a'(x))-1/¿(l-x2) = 0.
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Moreover, for every Lebesgue measurable set E c [-1,1], we have

(7) lim sup -1/2/
xeE:pn(x)>(l-E)^(a'(x)Yi/\l-x2)

> (l/vr)| E |arc cos(l - e)

,2\-l/4

and

(8)        lim sup E:pn(x)<-(l-eh  ^(a'(x))-í/¿(l-x2) ,2\-l/4

> (l/w)| E |arc cos(l - e).

For the classical orthogonal polynomials we have equality in (7) and (8); that is,

the constant on the right side cannot be improved (cf. [14, Chapter 8]).

2. Proofs. The proofs of the above results depend on the following

Lemma. Assume a' > 0 almost everywhere in [—1,1]. Write

(9) eie = x + iy       (O<0<77),

and define \pn by

(io) *,(»)-aW-«Vi(4
Let F be a subset of the interval (0, tt), and let S be an infinite set of positive integers

such that, for each d G F,

(11) sup{|^„(0)|: ne S] < oo.

Then there is an increasing sequence {« m} %= x of elements of S such that the relation

(12) yp„m + k(x) =K,(0)|sin((¿ + 1)9 - arg^Jf?)) + oe(l)

(d G F, 0 < k < m, m -» oo)

holds, where oe(l) is a function of d, k, and m such that lim^^^o^l) = 0 uniformly

in k (but not necessarily uniformly in d).

Proof. Consider the recurrence formula

(13) xp„(x) = an+xpn + x(x) + b„p„(x) + anp„_x(x)

for pn (cf. e.g. Freud [1, (1.2.4), p. 17]), and write

cn=\l-2a„\ + 2\bn\ +|l-2a„_1|.

By  the  assumption that   a' > 0  a.e.  in  [-1,1],  it  follows from the results of

Rahmanov [11, p. 212, just before Remark 4] and [12] (which corrects the error made

in [11] and pointed out in Maté and Nevai [4]) that

(14) lim  c„ = 0

(cf. Mâté-Nevai-Totik [6, formula (9.11)] for more details and [5] for a simplified

proof of Rahmanov's quoted results).

From the recurrence formula (13) it is easy to see that for the function ipn defined

in (10) we have

(15) \*n+i(0)-e'%„(e)\<c„+1   I    \Pj(x)\
i-n-l
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(this inequality occurs in [10, p. 36], where its derivation is given in detail; see also

[9]). To estimate the right side here notice that by (10) we have

(16) \Pn_x(x)\sm6 ^\lmt„(d)\ ^\ln(d)\

and

(17) | Pn(x) |sin0 < |lm(e-'-fyfl(0)) | <\*n(6) | ;

moreover, by noting that |x| = |cosf?| < 1, from (13) and (14) we obtain

(18) \pn+i(x)\ <3{\p„(x)\ +\p„-i(x)\)

for large enough «, say « > «0. Thus (15) implies

(19) \*B+i(9)-e-%(8)\<Scn+i\iPB(0)\A™6       (n>n0)

(note that sin d ¥= 0 for d G F since F c (0, tt )) and so

l^ + i(0)NI^(0)|exp(8c,,+1/sin0)       (n>n0).

Iterating this inequality, we obtain

(20) |*„+*(*)|<|*.(í)l«P 8E ^ (n>nQ,k>0).

Now take an increasing sequence («m}„=i of elements of S with «, > «0 such

that
m ,

(21) ¿Zcnm+J<-        (m = l,2,...);
7 = 1

this inequality can be made to hold in view of (14). By (11), (20), and (21),

\*mm+J(*)\ < c(d)        (m = 1,2,...,0 *Zj < m)

holds for d g F with some c(d), and so (19) gives

\*K"m+J^.m+A*) -',i*m+J-l"*nm+j-i(*)\ < %c„m+Jc(d)/ûnd

(íeF,m = l)2,...,l<;'< m).

Given k > 0 and m > k, by adding these inequalities for j = 1,2,..., k and taking

(21) into account, we obtain

e«"+^n + k(d) = e"%n(d) + o9(l)       (Î6F);

i.e.,

^'^ + ,(ö) = e-'<^1V„(ö)+09(ö)        (0GF).

(12) follows from here by taking imaginary parts (cf. (10) as well). The proof of the

Lemma is complete.

Proof of Theorem 1. Writing I(x) for the set of accumulation points of the

sequence { p„(x)}™=0 and using the notation introduced in (9) and (10), we will first

verify the following

Claim. Let d g [0, it] be such that d/2-n is irrational, and assume that / is an

accumulation point of the sequence ( \^n(^)\)^-\- Then

(22) [-t/y,t/y]czl(x).
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To verify this Claim, choose an infinite set S such that

(23) lim     \^n(d)\ = t.
rt-»co.«eS

Then, using the above Lemma, there is an increasing sequence {«„,}„ = ! of elements

of S such that (12) holds with F = {d}. As is well known, the sequence {(k + 1)8

(mod27r)}5°=1 is dense in [0,2tt] (cf. e.g. [13, Problem 166, Part II, p. 88]). Hence,

for every £ g [0, 2tt] there exist integers km with 1 < &„, < m such that

(*M+l)0-arg*„ m(fl)-»í        (mod27r)

as m —> oo. Thus (12) and (23) give

, ?sin¿
llm    Pnm + kmKX>  =   ~A~-

m-* oo y

Therefore (22) follows, establishing the Claim.

As an immediate application of this Claim, observe that according to Mâté-

Nevai-Totik [6, formula (10.3)] we have

lim  f h^(ô)|V(x)-^ dx = 0.

Since convergence in the mean implies convergence a.e. for a subsequence, we can

see that there is an infinite set S of integers such that

(24) lim     |^(0)| = (_?£-)
i7-*oo,»sS \ ira (x) J

holds for almost every x g [-1,1]. Since the restriction that 0/277 is irrational

excludes only a set of measure zero of the x 's, the above Claim now implies that

[-ßÄr(ya'(x))-l/2,]/27^(ya'(x)y1/2] c/(x)    a.e.

This verifies (1), except that we still have to show that, for almost every x G [-1,1],

I(x) is an interval symmetric about the origin.

Writing

b = b(x) = lim sup | pn(x ) \,
H-» 00

it will be enough to show that

(25) (-b(x),b(x))rzl(x)

holds for almost every x. In order to do this, assume that d/2ir is irrational, and

first suppose that b = b(x) is finite. Then, by the definition of \pn given in (10) (cf.

(17) as well), we obtain

bsind < limsup \p„(x) \sind < limsup \\p„(d) \
n—*oo n —* oc

< limsup(|/j„(x)| +\p„-x(x)\) < 2b.
n —* oo

Thus {\4>„(d)\}™=x has an accumulation point that is at least bsind; hence (23)

follows from the Claim.
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Suppose now that b = b(x) is infinite. In addition to assuming that d/2tr is

irrational, also assume that x is such that (24) holds. Then, by (16) and (17), we have

d(x) = liminf(|/j„(x)| +\p„+x(x)\) < oo.
/I—* oo

We will show that for every M > d(x) the sequence {\^„(d)\}^=x has an accumula-

tion point greater than M sin d. From this, (25) will follow in the present case as well

by the Claim.

So let M > d(x), and let S be an infinite set of positive integers such that

\Pn(x)\+\Pn+i(x)\<M       (n<=S).

Since b(x) = + oo, for every « g S there is an integer «' > « + 1 such that

\Pn-(x)\ > M; let j„ be the smallest such «'. Then for large enough « we have

\Pj.(x)\< *(\Pj.-i(x)\+\Pj.-a(*)\) < 6M

according to (18). Therefore, using (17), we can see that

(sm0)M « (tm9)\pjjie)\ <|^.(*)| <|/>,„(*)| +\pJm.l(x)\< IM.

Hence the sequence !</>,• (0)1 has an accumulation point greater than Msinf?. As

remarked above, from this fact (25) follows in the present case as well. The proof of

Theorem 1 is complete.

Proof of Corollary. According to Theorem 7.5 in [8, p. 128], (4) implies that

a' > 0 a.e. in [-1,1]. Hence we can apply Theorem 1, and (5) follows from (2),

completing the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. Formula (6) was proved as formula (5) in [7, Lemma]. We

are going to prove (7) now. The proof is based on formulas (12) and (24). Let e > 0

and E c [-1,1] be given as described in the theorem to be proved, and let 8 > 0 be

arbitrary. Using Egoroff s theorem (cf. Halmos [3, Theorem A, p. 80]) twice, we can

see that there exists a Lebesgue measurable set Ex c E with | JET \ jE"x | < 8 such that

for x g Ex the convergence in (24) is uniform and such that (12) is valid with

F = Ex, with the error term oe(l) tending to zero uniformly for x G Ex (x and 8 are

connected via formula (9); the sets 5 in (24) and (12) are assumed to be the same).

We may assume here that for x g Ex the functions y = yl - x2 and l/a'(x) are

bounded away from 0; then, using (24) in the form stated above, we can see that, for

sufficiently large m, |t//„ (d)\ is also uniformly bounded away from zero, provided

x = coso g Ex. Let e, be arbitrary, with 0 < e, < e. Using (12) and (24) in the form

described, a simple calculation exploiting the boundedness away from zero of the

functions mentioned allows us to conclude the relation

{x G E: p„m + k(x) > (1 - e)j27^(ya'(x))-l/2\
(26) l '

D {x Œ Ex: sin{(k + l)0-argi/,„j0))> 1 - e,}.

Let Xm.k De tne characteristic function of the set on the right side here. For a set

/ c [0, 2tt] denote by f(m, I) the number of integers k with 1 < k < m such that

(k + 1)6 G / (mod27r). If d/2rr is irrational, then the sequence {(k + l)d

(mod277)}£_1 is equidistributed on [0, 2tt] (cf. e.g. [13, Problem 166, Part II, p. 88]).
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Thus, for every / that is the union of finitely many intervals we have

(27) ta ßall. J/i.
m-oo m 2tt

In fact, if / runs over sets that can be represented as the union of, say, at most four

intervals, then the convergence in (27) is uniform in / (to see this, apply (27) with

the intervals / = [2irj/N, 2tr(j + 1)N], j = 0, 1,..., N - 1, for large enough N).

Therefore, with fixed d such that d/2tr is irrational, take / = Im as the mod

27T-translate by -arg i//B (8) of the set

[t e [0,2w]: sinl > 1 - ex}.

Making m —* oo, the uniformness of the convergence in (27) then implies

lim    £   *"•*(*)  = -arccos(l - ex).
ni—*cck = x rn IT

Hence, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we have

lim    f    £   *"■*(*) dx = I|£ |arccos(1 _ 6i))
«-.oo  Jex   k = x m OT

and so, for a sequence km with 1 < km < «j, we must have

limsup (   Xm k (x)dx> — |i?i |arccos(l - ex).
m-oo     "/£l '   "' "■

This together with (26) implies

lim sup x<=E:Pnm + kni(x)>(l-e)]ll(ya'(x))-1/2

> — \EX |arccos(l - ex).
77

Making  e, -» e  and  5^0 (so  that   |£,| -> |£|) here, (7)  follows. (8) can be

established in a similar way. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
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